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Will We Really Learn This Music Well Enough to Be Able to Sing It in Public? 
or 

Mid-semester Blues 
 

It was a little disturbing.  The Singing Correspondent found himself in a reverie on the G train 
the other day, repeatedly muttering so so xi xi so so, so so xi xi so so, not coming to until he got to the 
singsong-y Hao yu part, which he fears he voiced aloud.  Determined to avoid the stares of fellow 
commuters, the Correspondent cleared his throat and busied himself with some papers, marveling in 
equal measure at the musical choice of this particular earwig and the deterioration of his own brain.  
Seriously, he thought, of all pieces, Spring Rain?  Of all composers, Chen Yi? 

 
As it happens, he had listened that week for the first time to the YouTube performance 

version of the piece that Eliza had distributed weeks (months?) ago and found it surprisingly 
agreeable.  All that so-so-ing and xi-xi-ing really did seem to give an aural sense of rain—Spring or 
not—if you gave it a little poetic license.  Pleased with himself over this small discovery, the 
Correspondent wondered why it had not occurred to him before, in the context of rehearsal, say; and 
he decided, voilà, tempo.  The YouTube performers really moved it along, polishing that puppy off in 
an economical 4:44—and the rains came.  We, on the other hand, our tempo…well, the word that 
occurred to the Correspondent more than once was “torpid.”  Understandable, of course, we’re still 
learning the piece, yaddayaddayadda; and good progress was made this Wednesday past.  But the 
realization caused the Correspondent to make a mental note to self: get Spring Rain down cold.   

 
Ditto With a Lily in Her Hand and Green Broom, both of which go lickety-split in the 

versions the Singing Correspondent heard—the eponymous Eric Whitacre Singers and John Eliot 
Gardiner’s Monteverdi Choir, respectively.  Once again, he was amazed—and alarmed.  How, oh 
how, he thought, will we ever get there, before glancing at a calendar to assure himself that the 
concert was still some seven weeks off. 

There is definitely a formidable amount of music to learn in this program, brief as any 
individual piece may be.  Why, the Correspondent’s black binder bulges to the point that he was just 
barely able to shoehorn in the latest piece, Matt Podd’s excellent setting of Sara Teasdale’s April 
Song.  Not since the concert of Psalms that the erstwhile Grace Choral Society sang a decade or so 
back with Maestro James Busby have we undertaken this many separate pieces in a concert.  An 
opportunity, as Jason pointed out, to display our versatility, assuming we can muster some up.  It 
presents a challenge.  

Staten Island Comes to Washington 

Speaking of Matt Podd, having lost our former Assistant Music Director, the brilliant 
Matthew Henning, last summer to his chemistry studies north of the border (did Matthew know 
something we didn’t, politically speaking?), we’ve now enjoyed a semester and a half of Matt’s band-
leading skills, his accompaniment, his composition and his sly wit.  The Correspondent had occasion 
to think of him in another context, however, last Tuesday, while watching the season premiere of The 
Americans.  



Matt, it may be recalled, is (was?) the Concert Series Coordinator for the New Dorp Moravian 
Church on Staten Island, the tidy little venue that hosted us for a Saturday night performance of the 
Ellington piece last April.   

 

 
 

So, while watching the concluding episodes of the popular TV series last season, a few weeks 
after our venture to New Dorp, the Correspondent’s attention was caught by a columned structure 
hard by a cemetery that looked vaguely recognizable. Hmmm, thought the Correspondent, and 
watched with fascination as the camera moved indoors for the ensuing scene. 

Look familiar? There’s something about that risen Jesus the Singing Correspondent found 
compelling, if not downright spooky—it was the eyes, and the neon blue, he thinks.  In any event, it’s 
unmistakable, and marked the interior as the very site we had sung Ellington mere weeks before. In 
the series, it’s the church of the very suspicious (to the Correspondent) “Pastor Tim,” Paige’s mentor 
and confidant and threat to Paige’s parents, “the Americans.  Check it out.  

 

Gracefully, 

The Singing Correspondent 

The Singing Correspondent welcomes questions, compliments, and thoughtful responses; 
please address same to singingcorrespondent@gracechorale.org. Please address criticism, complaints 
or disgruntlement to Eliza Hicks somewhere else. 


